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Eristic strategies in Plutarch's De amore prolis 
GEERT ROSKAM 

K.U.LEUVEN 

1. A dif.ficult work 

I have no brother, I am like no brother; 
And this word 'love', which greybeards call divine, 
Be resident in men like one another, 
And not in me: Iam myself alone. 

Shakespeare, King Henry VL Part III, Act III, Se. 6,1. 80-83 . 

If Plutarch would have known those words, he would probably have connected 
them with the Epicurean point of view, and he would certainly have emended I or 
rejected them. He would have joined the company of 'greybeards' and would have 
underlined the importance of community life: man is not 'himself alone', but is as 
social being, (Qov KOLVWVLKÓV, oriented to the other2

. Accordingly, he will enter 
public life, neither in order to gain money or fame, nor giving in to irrational emo
tions or unjustified desires, but being motivated by a rational TTpoaLpE0LS and try
ing to accomplish what is honourable (Tà KaÀóvl ln An seni, he regards a politi
caI career as "a way of life of a tamed social animalliving in an organized society, 
intended by nature to live throughout its allotted time the life of a citizen and in a 
manner devoted to honour and the welfare of mankind" (791C: ~LOS ~I-lÉpou Kal. 
TTOÀLTLKOU Kal. KOLVWVLKOU (0ou Kal. TTEepUKÓTOS oaov xP~ Xpóvov TTOÀL TLKWS Kal. 

2 
Plutarch defends the practice of ErrQvóp8wOlS' in De aud. poeto 33C-34B. 

On the question whether Plutarch also succeeded in respecting the other as other, see G. ROSKAM, 
2004. 

See esp . Praec. ger. reip. 798C-799A and 819E-821 F; cf. G. ROSKAM , 2004/5, and, for the impor
tance Plutarch attaches to a well-founded rrpOQLpWlS', A. WARDMAN, 1974, 107-115 and A. PÉREZ 
JIM ÉNEZ, 1995. 

Jos É RIBEIRO FERREIRA, Luc VAN DER STOCKT & MARIA DO CÉu FIALHO (Edd.), Philosophy in Society 
- Virtues and Values in Plutarch, Leuven-Coimbra, 2008, pp. 195-208. 
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<pLÀOKáÀws KaL <pLÀav8pWTTWS (fív; translation H.N. Fowler). And in his short anti
Epicurean polemic De latenter vivendo, he vigorously attacks Epicurus' apolitical ideal 
of 'living unnoticed' by insisting that well-known politicians did not merely make 
themselves useful for their fellow citizens (1128F and 1 I 29BC) but that their accom
plishments also prove to contribute to their blessedness after death (1130C-Et. 

The question remains, however, whether human beings should be regarded as 
being pre-eminently social by nature. Is Plutarch able to put forward convincing 
arguments in support of his view of human nature? Can he show that social life is 
not merely the result of our lack of self-sufficiency (cf. Plato, R. II, 369b) but also 
of our social nature5? The answer is to be found in his short work De amore prolis. 
Parental love for offspring had long been discussed as the testcase par excellence 
with regard to the social or asocial nature of man, and Stoics and Epicureans had 
come to diametrically opposed conclusions6

. 

Unfortunately, this work poses a great number of difficult problems. First of all, 
the authenticity has occasionally been called into question7

, although there is no 
compelling evidence that the work should be regarded as spurious8

. Usually, the 
work's shortcomings are explained by the presupposition that it remained unfin
ished and was published after Plutarch's death9

. Secondly, it is not clear to which 
literary genre the work belongs. Some scholars seem to think of a greater, more or 
less systematic treatise, of which De amore prolis would be a fragment or epito
meio. Others call it a diatribe l l

. Nowadays, it is usually regarded as a declamatio l2
, 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

II 

On Plutarch's De latenter vivendo, see esp. G. ROSKAM, 2007a; cf. A. BARIGAZZI, 1990, L GALLO, 
2000, and U. BERNER et aI., 2000, and, for the polemical strategies he uses in this work, G. 
ROSKAM, 2007b. 

Cf. De Irat. amo 479C: a{lT~ yàp ~ TIpOCJ8EXO~ÉVT] KaL (T]TovCJa <jlLÀlav KaL óWÀlav XPEla 
8l8áCJKEl Tá CJUyyEvES Tl~ãv KaL TIEplÉTIElV KaL 8LaepUÀáTTElv, wç àeplÀOUÇ KaL à~lKTOUÇ 
KaL ~OVOTpÓTIOUÇ (~v ~~ 8uva~Évouç ~T]8E TIEepuKóTaç. 

For the Stoic conviction that parental love for offspring should be regarded as natural, see, e.g., 
D.L., VII 120 (= SVFIII 731): epaCJL 8E KaL T~V TIpáç Tà TÉKva eplÀOCJTopylav epUCJlK~V EL vm 
aUTolç [se. Tolç CJTIOU8alOlç]; Cicero, fino 3.62 (= SVF III 340); off. 1.l2; for the opposite, 
Epicurean position, see Epictetus, 1.23,3-10 (= fr. 525 Us.); Plutarch, De amo prol. 495A (= fr. 527 
Us.); Adv. Colot. 1123A (= fr. 528 Us.); cf. also Non posse 1100D; Cicero, Ati. 7.2,4 (= fr. 528 
Us.); E. PUGLlA, 1988. 

By B. WEISSENBERGER, 1895, 66-68; cf. also Th. DOEHNER, 1862, 26sqq. 

The authenticity of De amare prolis was defended by H. PATZIG, 1876, 3-21, and afier K. ZIEGLER, 
1951, 744, also by alllater scho1ars. 

See, e.g., W.C. HELMBOLD, 1939, 328-329; K. ZIEGLER, 195 1, 744; D. BABUT, 1969, 74; M. 
POHLENZ, 1972,255; J. DUMORTIER - J. DEFRADAS, 1975, 182; A. POSTIGLlONE, 1991, 141 ; F. 
BECCHI, 2000, 206, n. 6. 

R. VOLKMANN, 1869, 1, 186-187; cf. B. WEISSENBERGER, 1895,66 and 68; K. KORUS, 1977,220. 

lJ. HARTMAN, 1916, 244. 
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in line with its markedly rhetorical character, even though one might rather consid
er it to be a beautiful example of a rhetorical thesis 13

. Thirdly, there is the problem 
ofthe date ofthe work. Usually, its rhetorical character l4 and aspects ofits content l5 

are regarded as indications that De amare pralis is a work of Plutarch 's youth, but 
no argument is rea11y conclusive, and one may add that the study of its prose rhythm 
does not confirm an early date l 6

. Fourthly, it is far fram clear which sources 
Plutarch used in writing De amare pralis. More than once, it has been argued that 
Plutarch made use of a Stoic source 17, but this view has also been refuted 18, and par
a11els have been established between Plutarch's position in De amare prolis and 
Peripatetic doctrine l9

. Fifthly, Plutarch's argumentation itself raises several prab
lems, since there can be found embarrassing inconsistencies between different pas
sages in the work and between Plutarch's position in De amare prolis and his views 
in other works. This immediately entails yet another question, viz.: what is the place 
of De amare pralis within the whole Corpus Plutarcheum? Of course, the determi
nation of the principal theme of the work is important for its classification, but even 
on this question opinions greatly differ20

. 

This brief survey sufficiently shows that De amare pralis is not Plutarch's easi
est work, and that more than one point remains open to discussion. Of course it is 
not my intention to discuss all these questions in this contribution. ln what fo11ows, 
I'11 focus on one aspect of the work that has not yet been examined and which to 
my mind may well contribute to a better understanding of its content and scope, that 
is, the polemical methods and eristic strategies which Plutarch uses in it in order to 
refute Epicurus' position. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

K. ZIEGLER, 1951,743; M. POHLENZ, 1972,255; A. POSTIGLlONE, 1991, 141; A. BARlGAZZI, 1994, 
171; R. CABALLERO SÁNCHEZ, 1999a, 107, n. 6; lo., 1999b, 550. 

Cf. B. HEININGER - R. FELOMEIER, 2000, 39 on Plutarch's De latenter vivendo; for the parallel 
between De latenter vivendo and De amare prolis, see A. BARIGAZZI, 1994, 144-145. 

Cf., e.g., K. ZIEGLER, 1951,744 and A. BARIGAZZI, 1994, 171. 

Cf. D. BABUT, 1969,78 andA. POSTIGLlONE, 1991, 142. 

See F.H. SANOBACH, 1939, 196-1 97. 

See, e.g., A. DYROFF, 1897,38, with n. 4; A. MAYER, 1910,563 and R. CABALLERO SÁNCHEZ, 1999b. 

D. BABUT, 1969, 76. 

A. BARIGAZZI, 1994, 159 andpassim. 

The work has been regarded as a discussion of the Stoic theory of OlKElWCJlS' (R. CABALLERO 
SÁNCHEZ, 1999b, 550), as a discussion of <plÀOCJTopy[a ElS' Tà Eyyova in general (A. 
POSTIGLlONE, 1991, 140), as an attack on the wickedness of Plutarch's contemporaries (G. 
SANTESE, 1999, 50 and 59; cf. also E. TEIXEIRA, 1982, 29-30 and 41), or as an anti-Epicurean 
polemic (which is the view to which I would give preference; A. BARIGAZZI, 1994, 169; cf. also 
K. ZIEGLER, 1951,743). 
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It is very important indeed to see that the whole work should be regarded as a 
polemical attack against Epicurus' notorious conviction that parental love for off
spring is not natural. This conviction is attacked in De amare pralis by means of 
five successive arguments, which 1'11 examine one by one. 

2. The 'argumenl fram lhe animais' 

Instead of immediately focusing on the subject of <pLÀOCJTopyLa for one's off
spring, Plutarch begins the work with a general reflection on the 'argument from the 
animais'. Re points out that this argument is ofien used in philosophical discussions, 
and suggests two possible reasons that might explain this custom. On the one hand, 
irrational animais remain impartial, and present as it were 'objective' evidence; on the 
other hand, the custom can be interpreted as a charge against the wickedness ofhuman 
beings, who look for rules of conduct in animais as if they lacked indications of nature 
in themselves (493A-C). Afier these more general reflections, Plutarch tums to the sub
ject ofwhat is in agreement with nature in animais with regard to marriage (493E), and 
proceeds by drawing a highly idealized picture of animal sexual behaviour, illustrated 
by many concrete examples (493E-494F). All this is clearly traditional material, which 
Plutarch had at his disposal and which he could use and reuse in different contexts2\. 
Plutarch clarifies the relevance of all the examples in what follows: nature has not 
(only) produced these emotions in animais because she takes thought for their off
spring, but (also) in order to give examples for those who want to follow her, and to 
blame the insensibility (cl1rá8ELa) ofunfeeling people (494F-495A)22. The larter tum 
out to be the Epicureans. Indeed, Epicurus' philosophical position implies - according 
to Plutarch - that human nature is the only one that does not know disinterested affec
tion, and only loves because of utility (xpda), or for pay (~L(J80u). Such a position 
would be rejected, always according to Plutarch, by the animais themselves, and 
should be regarded as shameful (495AB). 

With this attack on Epicurus' conviction, Plutarch finally arrives at the central 
theme of his work. Ris elaborate discussion of the conduct of animais now proves 
to be a first argument against the Epicurean position: conclusions conceming the 
natural behaviour of the beasts, based on careful observation of 'plain facts', can be 
extrapolated to human beings. 

21 

22 

A systematical analysis of such repetitive clusters of traditional material repays the efforts it 
requires, in that it throws interesting light on Plutarch's method ofworking; see, e.g., L. VAN DER 

STOCKT, 1999. 

For other examples of this anthropocentric view, which was common in ancient thinking, see 
Xenophon, Mem. 4.3,9-10; Aristotle, Pol. I, 1256bI5-22; Cicero, nato deor. 2.37 (= SVF II 1153) 
and 2.154-162; Porphyry, Abst. 3.20,1-2 (= SVF II 1152); Origen, Celso 4.54 (= SVF II 1155); 
Epictetus, 1.6,18; 1.16,1-5; 2.8,6-8. 
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Several polemical strategies can already be found in this first argument. First of 
all, it is striking that Epicurus' position is nowhere discussed in detail. The specific 
Epicurean doctrine is completely isolated from its original context, and Plutarch 
nowhere mentions Epicurus' arguments for his view23 . Secondly, the Epicurean 
tenet is not merely presented in all its radicalness, it is also misrepresented to a cer
tain extent by interpreting the component of usefulness in a financial way: parents 
love their children not merely because they derive some use from them: they love 
them for pay. That this is not what Epicurus wanted to say is obvious of course. 
Thirdly, by this misrepresentation, Plutarch succeeds in disqualifying Epicurus on 
moral grounds as well . Epicurus turns out to be àTTàellS' and àvá/qT]TOS'24, and his 
position is shameful (aL0XPÓV). Finally, Plutarch's polemical argument also illus
trates the superiority ofhis own position, both from an intellectual and from a moral 
perspective, and thus invites approval of his own position and rejection of the 
Epicurean alternative. The many traditional examples brought forward by Plutarch 
indeed give evidence of his remarkable erudition, and his meta-reflections at the 
very beginning of the work on the general value of the argument from the animais 
suggest a careful and well-considered approach. 

3. Man as a social being by nature 

After a short and quite emphatic rejection ofEpicurus' position (495B), Plutarch 
introduces an important new argument. He first compares wild plants, which have 
already imperfect principies of cultivated fruits, with beasts, which show imperfect 
love for offspring, and then opposes both to man, a rational and social animal 
(ÀOyLKàv KaL TTOÀLTLKàv (efíov). For the latter, love ofhis children is the basis of 
justice, law, the worship of the gods, the founding of cities, and friendliness 
(495BC). This is an important passage in De amare prolis , and again, Plutarch 
makes use of several interesting polemical strategies. 

First of all, the passage places the preceding reflections in a somewhat different 
perspective. Plutarch's understanding of the concept of 'nature' now proves more 
nuanced, which leads to a completely different hierarchy in the scala naturae. For 
now, it are human beings, and not the plants, who are placed at the topo This appar
ent inconsistency between the two chapters has received much attention. F. Becchi 
has shown that the different perspectives can be reconciled with one another25. I 
would add that the apparent inconsistencies can to an important extent be traced 

23 One may note in passing that Plutarch actually blames Coiotes for precisely the sarne approach; 
see Adv. Colot. 1108D. 

24 
Contrast Non posse IIOIAB, where Plutarch ascribes to the Epicureans the reputation of being 
soft-hearted and affectionate (ÚYPOl [ ... ] KaL <plÀlKOl). 

25 
F. BECCHI, 2000. 
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back to Plutarch's polemical strategies. For indeed, Plutarch's first intention here is 
not to develop his own position towards the psychology of animaIs, but to refute 
Epicurus' view. To that purpose, he uses different arguments conceming animaIs, 
which often find their origin in different sources or philosophical traditions. 
Plutarch, in short, takes his arguments where he can find them. 

This, however, is not the only polemical strategy which Plutarch uses in this pas
sage. By regarding love for one's offspring as the basis for a whole social ethics, 
Plutarch basically adopts the well-known analogous Stoic position, although he 
introduces the Stoic idea (which originally belonged to the more general doctrine of 
OLKElWCJLS26) into a new context. Furthermore, the relevance of epLÀOCJTop)'La for 
sociallife seems to be even broader in Plutarch's view than in that of the StoicS27

. 

lndeed, Plutarch also connects love for one's children with the worship ofthe gods. 
This addition may find its origin in Plutarch's polemical aims. EIsewhere, in any 
case, he often condernns Epicurus for his atheistic convictions28

. Finally, one should 
note that by using the Stoic doctrine against Epicurus, Plutarch tries to isolate his 
opponent even more. The fact that Plutarch elsewhere questioned (aspects of) the 
Stoic doctrine of OL KElWCJLS

29 shows that he here adopts it merely pour le besoin de 
la cause, that is, for his anti-Epicurean polemical argument. The impression is cre
ated that Epicurus is the only one who dares to reject the consensus omnium. 

4. The corporeal constitution of man 

With the following reflections on the constitution of the human body, a new 
argument is introduced. The whole argument presupposes a teleological view of 
nature (495C), which retums also elsewhere in Plutarch30 and which was defended 
before by Aristotle and by the StoicS31

. Ofthis general, teleological perspective, two 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

See on this doctrine the classical studies of C.O. BRlNK, 1955/6, S.G. PEMBROKE, 1971, N.P. 
WH ITE, 1979, G. STRIKER, 1983, and T. ENGBERG-PEDERSEN, 1990. 

That the Stoics regarded natural epLÀOCJTopyla for one's children as the principie of sociallife and 
justice appears from Plutarch, De sol/o ano 962A (T~V yoDv TIpàç Tà EKyova epLÀOCJTopylav 
àpX~v IlEV ~1l1V KOLvwvlaç mI. 8LKaLOCJÚVllÇ TL8ÉIlEVOL) and Cicero,fin. 3.62 (= SVF III 340: 
pertinere autem ad rem arbitrantur intel/egi naturafieri ut liberi a parentibus amentur; a quo ini
tio projectam communem humani generis societatem persequimur). Not alI the details of the Stoic 
view are perfectly clear, however; cf. B. INWOOD, 1983, 196-199. 

See, e.g., De sup. 164F-165A; Non posse 1l00C and llOIB; Adv. Colo!. 1119C; 1119EF; 1124D; 
1125D-F; De lato vivo 1129B and 1130C. 

See, e.g., De Stoic. rep. 1 038BC and De comm. noto 1060B-D; cf. also De sol/o ano 960Dsqq.; dis-
cussion can be found in R. CABALLERO SÁNCHEZ, 1999a and b. 

De sol/o an. 960E: ~ yàp epÚCJLÇ, ~V EVEKá TOU mI. TIPÓÇ TL TIáVTa TIOLEIV óp8wç ÀÉyOUCJLV, 
KTÀ.; Quaest. conv. III, I, 646C and VII, 1, 698B. 

For Aristotle, see, e.g., PaI. I, 1253a9 and 1256b20-21 (more passages can be found in S.-T. TEO-
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concrete applications are given. The first one, which is about the sexual organs, is 
merely mentioned in passing (495CD). This elegant praeteritia might have com
positorial advantages32, to be sure, but is no doubt also motivated by polemical rea
sons. It is welI known indeed that Epicurus was frequently blamed for his supposed 
sexual debauchery. Of course this widespread prejudice was unjustified33, as 
Plutarch no doubt knew himself34. Still, in other anti-Epicurean polemics he like
wise takes advantage of these common prejudices35, realizing very welI that sug
gestive insinuation on this point yields an easy polemical success. The fact that he 
is in other contexts much less reticent on sexual topics36 also shows that his prae
teritia here finds its raisan d'être in a subtle polemic. 

The second application is about the production of mother's milk (495D-496A). 
Contrary to the previous application, this one is elaborated at length. Again, 
Plutarch makes it clear that his detailed medical discussion (cf. Aem. 14,3-4) should 
be placed into a general teleological perspective (495D and 496A), fram which it 
also derives its relevance to his anti-Epicurean argument: alI corporeal changements 
a woman undergoes during pregnancy and after giving birth would have been use
less if nature had not produced in mothers affection for their children (496A). This 
argument, which retums in Stoic sources37, is further motivated by pointing to the 
condition of a newbom baby, who, due to his ugliness, is only cared for by some
one who shows a naturallove (496B; cf. Amatorius 758A). 

Plutarch's words here recalI the traditional debate on the condition of human 
beings at the moment of birth. ln this argument can be found several polemical 
strategies which were already used earlier in the work. The detailed, even somewhat 
pedantic medical discussion once again ilIustrates Plutarch's great erudition and 
thus in its own way contributes to the credibility of the author. And by basically 
agreeing with the Stoic point of view, Plutarch once again tries to isolate Epicurus. 
These two strategies (that is, isolating the opponent and underlining one's own eru
dition) also make their influence felt in his quotation from Homer (!l. 17.446-447) 

32 
33 
34 

35 
36 
37 

DORSSON, 1989, 293); for the Stoics, see, e.g., Alexander of Aphrodisias, Fat. 11 , p. 179.30-31 
Bruns (= SVF II 1140); Marcus Aurelius, V 16. 

Cf. A. BARIGAZZI, 1994, 149-150. 

It may have originated in Timocrates' unfair attack on Epicurus; see D. SEDLEY, 1976. 

See, e.g. , Non posse 11 OOCD: ci8oçÓTEPOV 8E ciq)lÀlaS' ciTTpaçlaS' ci8EÓTT]TOS' ~8vTTa8ElaS' ÓÀL yw-
plaS' ou8Év ECJTL. TaUTa 8E TTávTES' av8pwTToL TTÀ~V aUTwv EKElVWV TD aLpÉCJEL TTpOCJElVaL 
VOfll(OVCJLV. ci8lKWS', <p~CJEL TLS'. ciÀÀã T~V 8óçav , ou T~V ciÀ~8ELav CJKOTTOUflEV. 

Cf., e.g., Non posse 1089C; 1094C; 1097DE; 1098B; 1099B; De lato vivo 1129B. 

See, e.g., Quaest. conv. III, 6 on the question of the suitable time for coition. 

See esp. Cicero,fin. 3.62. A similar argument, though focusing on the love of a living being for 
himself, is to be found in D.L. VII 85 and Hieroc1es, 6.40-43. 
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and his allusion to the famous topos of the nakedness and helplessness of man at his 
birth38

. One may add here that such quotations and allusions to traditional doctrines are 
actually ornnipresent throughout the whole of the work. Plutarch thus subtly suggests 
that his attack is supported by many illustrious authorities and that the whole of the 
Greek intellectual tradition rises in protest against Epicurus' infamous doctrine. 

5. The situation ofprimitive mankind 

The next argument against Epicurus' view Plutarch borrows from the condition 
of primitive mankind. One could reasonably expect that at that early moment, moth
ers were harsh against their children, since they had suffered terrible labour pains 
and had no prospect of any return. The contrary is true, however: even immediate
ly after having given birth and while still suffering, the primitive mother took care 
of her baby, which shows that she loved the child not because of her own benefit 
but by nature (496C-E). Again, Plutarch connects his own position with the author
ity of traditional thinking (a cultivated reader will easily recognize his allusion to 
Socrates' argument in Xenophon's Memorabilia 2.2,5), and he tries to make the 
argument even more convincing by transposing it to the context of primitive 
mankind. lndeed, at that moment, there was less influence ofhuman culture and less 
place for the element of utility. FUlthermore, one should note that Plutarch else
where too points to the situation of the TWÀmoL as an argument for his own posi
tion39

. An interesting example, proposed in an anti-Epicurean context as well, can 
be found in De latenter vivendo, where Plutarch regards the custom of primitive 
people to submit their sick to public inspection as an argument against Epicurus' 
advice to pursue an unnoticed life (1 128E). ln both cases, the reference to the con
duct of the rraÀmoL functions as an argumentum ex auctoritate that strongly sup
ports Plutarch 's own philosophical position. The fact that the Epicureans them
selves gave much atiention to the early history of mankind40 of course adds an extra 
dimension to Plutarch 's polemical argument. To a certain extent, he tries to defeat 
Epicurus on his own domain. ln that sense, the passage may even contain the seeds 
of yet another polemical strategy, that is, the attempt to refute the opponent while 
taking into account his own perspective. However, since Plutarch in this passage 
never explicitly thematizes the Epicurean genealogy but merely elaborates his own 
alternative view, one cannot but conc1ude that he refrained from using in this con
text the opportunities offered by internal criticismo 

38 

39 

40 

Cf., e.g., Plato, Prt. 321c; Lucretius V 222-234; Pliny, nato 7.1 -5; Seneca, epist. 121.6. The oppo-
site view is defended by Xenophon, Mem. 1.4,4-4,14 and 4.3,3-3,14. 

See, e.g., Quaest. conv. VIII, 8, 729EF and De esu l, 993C-994B. 

As appears from Lucretius' book V, from Hermarehus' diseussion of aneient legislation eoneerning 
homicide in his treatise Against Empedocles, and from Coiotes' arguments at the end ofhis work TIEpl 
TOU OTl KaTà Tà TWV aÀÀ.wv cplÂ,OOÓcpwv 8ÓWQTQ ou8E (fiv EOTlV (ef. Adv. Colot. 1124D). 
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6. The contemporary situation 

ln what follows, the argument derived from primitive mankind is completed by 
another one which deals with Plutarch's contemporaries (TOL':) JJUJJ). Just like their 
ancient predecessors, they have no prospect of gain, since for human beings, the 
process of education takes much efforts and time, so that most fathers only know the 
imperfect behaviour of their sons, and never witness their virtue. Nevertheless they, 
too, continue to rear children, and most of all those who least need them (496E-497 A). 
This addition leads to one particular application which brings the second argurnent to 
a head. Those who least need children are the rich, since they have no need of a child 
in order to support or bury them, nor in order to have an heir. For a childless rich man 
can easily find heirs who are much more grateful than his own children would have 
been. If the rich nonetheless continue to rear children, their behaviour obviously illus
trates the power of nature (497 A-C). It is clear that the case of the rich man was espe
cially interesting for Plutarch in the context of De amore prolis, because it shows the 
greatest contrast between having children and utility, and thus casts the greatest doubt 
on Epicurus' conviction. This illustrates one of the typical strategies present in so 
many philosophical polemics, that is, the tendency to radicalisation. 

Furthermore, this passage also illustrates another interesting polemical strategy 
used by Plutarch. He does not hesitate to take advantage of moral depravity if it suits 
his own purpose. It is interesting to note indeed that his argurnent presupposes wicked 
behaviour, being based on the premisse that children are not grateful to their parents 
and do not show them due respect. It is clear of course that such a behaviour is dia
metrically opposed to Plutarch's own moral ideals41

• Now one could argue that 
Plutarch here merely describes how things are, not how they should be, and that by 
adopting a descriptive rather than a normative view, he wishes to show how aspects of 
reallife refute Epicurus' conviction. Such an interpretation, however, risks to neglect 
the fact that the evaluation of how things are is at least partly determined by the per
spective in which this evaluation is presented. Musonius Rufus, for instance, express
es a completely different judgement of reallife, underlining that a man who has many 
children is highly esteemed42

. Both authors clearly present a biased evaluation of'real
ity' that perfectly suits their respective purposes. 

7. Conclusion 

ln the last chapter of the work, Plutarch's polemic takes a somewhat unexpect
ed tum. He does not adduce further arguments against Epicurus' tenet but instead 
tries to refute possible objections against his own position. Suicide and the excep
tional examples of animaIs which destroy their young cannot really be regarded as 

41 
See, e.g., Defrat. amo 479F-480A. 

42 
See fr. XV A, p. 78.14-18 H. 
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evidence against his view of natural lave for offspring (497CD), and the fact that 
poor people do not rear their own children even tums out to justify his position 
(497E). This is again a brilliant application of several polemical strategies. By offer
ing at the end an extensive refutation of possible counter arguments, Plutarch sub
tly suggests that Epicurus could find no other arguments in support ofhis own posi
tion, and at the sarne time once again shows that his approach is careful and well
considered to the very end, and thus can be trusted and approved. 

Plutarch never showed sympathy for Epicurus' philosophy. As was true for most 
aspects of Epicurean thought, Epicurus' position with regard to parental love for 
children was diametrically opposed to what Plutarch deemed important. 
Accordingly, he adopted in an intelligent way different polemical strategies to 
refute this position. 

It is interesting to add, by way of conclusion, that Plutarch in his Consolatio ad 
uxorem repeatedly emphasized the great pleasure he derived from his little daugh
ter (608C; 608EF; 61OE). The reader of De amare prolis cannot but conclude that 
these feelings of pleasure were only one aspect of his parental lave, and that 
Plutarch wanted to base them on a more fundamental foundation, which would 
finally enable him to be both a respected philosopher and a good father. 
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